ADDITIONAL BENEFITS:
The Baby Bouncy™ kit for new parents
includes the following:

Anti-burst Ball (65cm)
Stability Stand
Hand Pump
The Anti-burst Ball:

What is Baby Bouncy™?
Baby Bouncy™ is the newest “must
have” product for new parents!
Baby Bouncy™ provides new parents
the ability to quickly quiet a fussy
baby and relax their baby to sleep.
Baby Bouncy works the core muscles
and strengthens leg muscles while
using it with or
without baby!
How many
products offer a
way to calm and
relax your baby
while you get a
workout?

The Anti-burst ball is specifically made with
safety in mind. This ball can hold up to 1000
lbs. of weight and will not burst if
accidentally punctured (ball will slowly
deflate). Once the ball is inflated (using the
hand pump provided) parents are to sit on the
ball and gently bounce while cradling their
baby. The bouncing motion quickly quiets
and relaxes a fussy baby. It even soothes
them to sleep! This motion is a great way to
comfort a crying baby during those peak
inconsolable times.

Stability Stand:
The stability stand is provided for added
safety to keep the ball still while parents are
sitting on the ball and while bouncing their
baby. The stand comes in 4 pieces that easily
snap together to create a circle to prevent the
ball from rolling. These pieces can be taken
apart quickly and easily which makes them
great for those who would like to travel with
their Baby Bouncy™.

Hand Pump:
The hand pump provided with the Baby
Bouncy™ kit is just the perfect size. It will
quickly inflate the Anti-burst ball and is so
small that it can easily fit in your travel bagonce again making it so easy to take the Baby
Bouncy™ with you wherever you go!

As if calming your fussy or colicky baby
wasn’t enough…there’s more!!

Birthing Ball* (during pregnancy):
Use your Baby Bouncy™ as a birthing ball during
your pregnancy to condition and strengthen your
abdominal muscles, as well as your lower back
muscles to help prepare your body for delivery!

Birthing Ball* (during delivery):
Sitting on the ball will help keep the baby properly
aligned in the pelvis. Use the stand provided for
additional safety as pregnancy can “shift” your
center of gravity. Using the Baby Bouncy™ ball
during labor may speed up dilation and improve
progress during labor.

*:
Exercise
Ball
Baby Bouncy™ is perfect for all sorts of exercises
and a great way to get back into shape postpregnancy! Just pop in your favorite “exercise
ball”workout DVD or VCR tape and use your Baby
Bouncy™ ball to:
Improve your balance
Increase flexibility
Build strength
Tone core muscles
Strengthen leg muscles

* Before you begin use consult your physician for permission.

Traveling:
Traveling with Baby Bouncy™ is so easy. The antiburst ball can be easily deflated and packed in a
bag or suitcase along with the stand and hand
pump for a surefire way to calm a fussy baby and
bounce them to sleep wherever you are!

Gift Idea:
For those who are struggling to find the perfect
new and unique gift for their loved one…this is it!
Baby Bouncy™ is a unique gift and will be a
favorite with any new mom!

Price:
Retail price for Baby Bouncy™ Kit is only
$39.99.

Check it out!

Here’s what people are
saying about Baby Bouncy:
“Gently bouncing on Baby Bouncy allowed
me to hold my baby and give her the
bouncing motion she desired during those
inconsolable times.”
“The only way to get my crying and colicky
baby to calm down was while bouncing on
Baby Bouncy.”
“I found my baby
liked to be gently
bounced while
being held to get
her to sleep. Baby
Bouncy allows me
to do just that as
well as tone my
body after
pregnancy.”
“We used Baby
Bouncy to calm our
baby when all else
failed.”
“My baby likes being held close to me, she
also likes it when I bounce her to sleep.
Baby Bouncy allowed me to sit while doing
both!”
Check us out on the web at:

www.babybouncy.com
For more information
or to place an order:

Call 877-252-BABY
Email: info@babybouncy.com

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS:
*

• Birthing Ball
• Exercise Ball*
• Perfect for Traveling
• Great Gift Idea

* Before you begin use consult your physician for permission.
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